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We have searched the world 
to bring innovative products to you

IntroducIng 
our new colours 
and textures 

Lasting beauty that won’t cost the earth.

The ultimate square edged worktop.

Innovative design, superior quality, 
postformed worktop.

Value range worktop.

€4.99  / UK £3.99
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                   is offered in 5 species from our quality wood 
supplier.  As you would expect these woods are ethically 
managed while being competitively priced.  It is important 
to note that all TopWood timber tops are manufactured 
specifically for kitchen worktops.  The difference is 
in the jointing system employed to give a life time of 
carefree and hassle free use.  It is important to use our 
recommended oil and brackets for your warranty and 
peace of mind.

“Laminate Fights Back” is our way of 
expressing our challenge to produce the 
best worktops in the world with a range 
of quality selected materials in design 
and textures.  

We hope that you will support our efforts and select our 
products for your kitchen designs.

FRee phone
1800 947 000

We like to call this new range - 
Worksurface Solutions as we have tried 
to improve on the traditional image of 
postformed worktops.

Our “Worksurface Solutions” are presented with many 
new textures and designs not seen on the Irish market or 
indeed any market before.  We have a new ridged texture 
for woodgrains that offers a new vibrancy to the product, 
while our new slate texture makes several of our stone 
effect worktops look more and more realistic.

Topform took up the challenge to radically change the 
nature of traditional worktops.  Our customers were 
telling us that they preferred Granite to laminate and 
were voting with their feet. We decided at Topform to 
start an initiative we call “Laminate Fights Back” – This 
imposed on us the obligation to seek out new materials 
and designs that radically change the look and feel 

From

humble

beginnings

we are now producing

among the best 

quality worktops 

in the world 

We make worktops for the home: We produce some of Ireland’s best known kitchen worktops: 

of laminate based worksurfaces, to make them more 
attractive to our customers.  We kept searching and 
innovating until our customers choose our product as 
first choice and not just on price alone.  We are pleased 
with the result when we hear our customers saying 
“that’s not laminate, is it?”  Or “this is what I want for 
my kitchen”.  This challenge forced us to establish new 
trading partners for laminate where new patterns or 
surface textures were not available before. It enables us 
to use these materials in innovative ways offering much 
greater choice than ever before. 

Laminate has many excellent qualities and we are 
working to bring these forward to our customers in a 
new and fashionable way.  No other worksurface offers 
such trouble free use for the customer.  We start our 
most competitive offer with our                      range of four 
designs where our pricing strategy is simply to offer the 
most competitive offer to the market.  These worktops 
are well manufactured with a wrap-under profile and are 
suitable for bulk or contract use.

Our                      range has gained in popularity to become 
the largest range in the market.  This year we are offering 
new technology which enables us to bend gloss and 
heavy texture laminates and manufacture on to our tight 
TopPlus++ profile.  All TopPlus++ postformed worktops 
are now offered on the popular tight radii profile.  We 
retain our unique moisture prevention seal on the 
underside of the profile.

The innovations for this range include two glass textured 
worksurfaces never used before.  This product is 
complimented with matching upstand and backsplash 
to complete a very new look for kitchens.  This is a very 
competitive new way of getting a “glass” look.  You might 
like to try this product in                        with a new two tone 
edging making the product look squarer.

Why not complete the whole look by selecting a 
backsplash to match your worktop colour available in 
some of our most popular designs.

We have increased the size of upstands from 150 mm to 180 
mm in response to many customers who would also like to 
use this piece for kicker boards and various infill panels.

New patterns like Ebony, Ocean Wood, Light and Dark 
Olive are introduced in response to new trends in wood 
products to look more washed, reused or re-cycled.  
These new patterns are stunning.

Natural woodgrains are represented in Warm Oak.  This 
worktop works well with painted or cream kitchens 
bringing a soft feel to the overall design.

                      is where we have completed our most 
changes.  We have more than doubled the number 
of patterns and designs.  Our very best product is 
represented here with many new innovative textures 
and new designs.  You will note the careful selection of 
matching edging for TopShape++ where even the ridged 
textured worksurface has a matching ridged edging.

We have brought Gloss into TopShape++ with the 
introduction of the two glass effect patterns, along with 
Emperador and the ever popular Andorra.

Why not avail of our customised service for TopShape++.  
We can make to your own specific size and design within 
short lead times and to a reasonable budget. 

laminate Fights back

New Topform: Helpful, Smart, Imaginative
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Value range worktop
If you need an affordable kitchen worktop, then                           is the 
answer for you. the beauty about this range of standard laminate worktops
is that while ...
 

... it may be
competitively priced
it is also high in quality! 

topcontract is manufactured using some of the highest quality laminate 
and furniture-grade chipboard available in the world today. available in 4 
colours, topcontract will complement any kitchen.

topcontract is a reliable and cost effective work surface, available in a 
40mm wrap under profile.

For more information about where to get your hands on a topcontract 
worktop today, contact our sales office on:

FRee phone
1800 947 000

Specification

• single postformed edge

• laminated on top with high quality laminate

• Melamine foil backing

• Furniture grade chipboard core

• available in 4 colours

• 40mm nominal thickness

• available in 3.6m lengths (nero granite also 

available in 4.1m lengths).

• wrap under profile
 

Worktop Sizes

want to order your very 
own topcontract 
worktop today?
go to page 46 for more details!

*nero granite also available 

in 4100mm lengths

nero granite*
texture: crystal
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PRICE 
BAND

a

stratos Beige
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

a
greystone
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

a

sandstone
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

a

greystone  worktop
shown below in topcontract range

The TopContract Profile



‘Innovative design, superior quality,
postformed worktops
+ a whole lot more…’
we call it                            because it has features of a standard postformed 
worktop Plus the addition of a whole list of premium added benefits and 
specifications.

+ Innovative back edge seal
+ Pur adhesive front edge seal
+ edging strip
+ Branded backing
+ a whole lot more.

topPlus++ is specified and manufactured as the “Best worktop in the 
world” combining the best of materials and the most technically advanced 
manufacturing equipment and processes.

We have gone to the ends of the 
earth to select the very latest 
materials and textures for you……
select from our standard widths or have a worktop custom made to your 
own special size…… all within a week.  topform offer standard sizes but we 
can make any worktop width you desire for that special piece just for your 
unique solution.  

upstands are now made a special size of 180 mm for those of you who 
wish to use the same colour for kicker boards or infill panels.

why not complete the whole look by selecting a backsplash to match your 
worktop colour available in some of our most popular designs.

to learn more about topPlus++ 
contact our sales office on:

FRee phone
1800 947 000

Innovative Design, Superior Quality

Cosmic  Worktop
available in  both the topplus++ & topshape++ range
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The TopPlus++ Unique Profile
designed to minimise the illusion of concavity by edge shadows.

The TopPlus++ Drip Seal
our innovative drip resistant seal provides invisible lifelong protection to 
your worktop.

Worktop Sizes

What makes TopPlus++ worktops so special?
 

• available in stylish ‘wrap-under’ profile

• Innovative drip resistant seal

• Back edge seal

• laminated on top with high quality, high pressure and hard wearing 
laminate

• Melamine foil backing

• available in 28mm & 40mm nominal thickness- see matrix for 
available sizes

• available in 3.6m & 4.1m lengths

want to order your very own 
topPlus++ worktop today?
go to page 47 for more details!

luxor  worktop
shown above in topPlus++ range, 
also available in topshape++ range

luxor  worktop
topPlus++ & topshape++ range

available in 
28mm and 40mm 
thicknesses
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Our TopPlus++ colours 
have been specifically 
selected to reflect the 

latest trends in fashion 
and interiors.

express Range

dark walnut
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

light walnut
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

crystal Black
texture: crystal

PRICE 
BAND

B
tawny granite
texture: crystal

PRICE 
BAND

B

graphite Melange
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B
travertine
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
Black granite glossy
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C

Harvest etchings
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C

travertine worktop
available in both the topPlus++ 
& topshape++ range.

the topPlus++ express 
range of 8 colours and 
upstands are available 

ex-stock in topform for 
your convenience.

see matrix on page 47 
for available sizes.
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 3600mm lengths only

Page14

Honey granite
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B
rustinburg
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B

Brown granite
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B
café Imperial
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
roundstone
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

luxor
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B
Polar white
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

Our TopPlus++ colours have 
been specifically selected to 

reflect the latest trends in 
fashion and interiors.

honey granite worktop 
shown below in the topPlus++ range, 

with matching upstand

drumlin
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
cashmere stone
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
graphite Melange
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B
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Harvest etchings
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C
tan Brown
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C
Black slate
texture: slate 1

PRICE 
BAND

C
desert slate
texture: slate 1

PRICE 
BAND

C

emperador
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
natural walnut
texture: natural

PRICE 
BAND

C
silver glass
texture: glass

PRICE 
BAND

C
green glass
texture: glass

PRICE 
BAND

C

tivoli stone
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
angola
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C

andorra
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
aubergine gloss
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
Black granite glossy
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
Blizzard etchings
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C

 3600mm lengths only

tan brown worktop
available in the topplus++ range.

Flame slate
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

C

chocolate riverwash 
texture: riverwash

PRICE 
BAND

C
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 3600mm 

& 4100mm lengths

tawny granite worktop
available in the topplus++  range.

light walnut
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

dark walnut
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

tawny granite
texture: crystal

PRICE 
BAND

B
travertine
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

Baltic granite
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B
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ebony
texture: ridged

PRICE 
BAND

B
Flagstone
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

Flagstone worktop
available in both the topPlus++  

& topshape++ range

4100mm lengths only

cosmic
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

glacier slate
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B
Murano
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

Blocked Beech
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
nakuru wenge
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B
Plum
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

oriental Block
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

cisse stone
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
Kashmir granite
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
crystal Black
texture: crystal

PRICE 
BAND

B
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light olive
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B
dark olive
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

Page23

ocean wood
texture: ridged

PRICE 
BAND

B
Pecan Marble
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

Forest Black
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

warm oak
texture: woodgrain

PRICE 
BAND

B

 4100mm lengths only

ocean wood worktop
available in both topPlus++  

& topshape++ range
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Design It, Live It, Love It.

light walnut worktop
shown below in topshape++ range 
& also available in the topPlus++ range.
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A world of unique use options opens up with this product. There 
are so many creative design ideas possible with TopShape++.

Designer

I’m so happy, I got the dream kitchen I’ve always wanted. - 
it was so easy

Customer

These tops are laminated on all sides with a square 
edge.  I just ‘Rip ‘n’ Fit’ and my job is done.

Fitter

rip ‘n’ Fit no need for edging.
Experience the remarkable versatility of this unique product.

The ultimate square edged worktop.

this product range comes in a standard kitchen worktop format and in a 
range of pre-sized, pre-packaged shapes ready for ease of use in your own 

custom design.  as a result we call this range topshape++.

…. We have succeeded in creating a 
work surface solution that changes
the face of Kitchen design.

                            is a truly unique, flexible and innovative product.  these 
ready-to-go, pre- packaged and stylish worktops will make your kitchen 
designs come true.

why not avail of our topshape++ custom Programme and complete the 

look with our matching upstands and backsplashes.

There is no better worktop design or 
specification in the World….. 

FRee phone
1800 947 000
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Unique
shapes

Simple
fit

Gable 
finishing

Breakfast bar
options

Step out
sink

Laminated on both 
sides for shelving

Framed
units

Square edged
profile

Use                         
for multi-level 
& 3D kitchen design

Furniture grade chipboard

Polypropylene edging

High Pressure laminate

High Pressure laminate 
Polypropylene edging

graphite melange worktop
available in both the topPlus++  & topshape++ range

Featuring a contemporary square-edge profile, topshape++ worktops are edged 
on all four sides and laminated both top and bottom with the same high quality 
laminate. this guarantees a seamless finish every time.

topshape++ is an off-the-shelf solution that is ready to go. Installation is quick and 
easy and does not require any on-site finishing. topshape++ will revolutionize your 
kitchen designs.

What makes TopShape++ Shapes so special?  

• ready-to-go from stock. 

• laminated on both sides with heat, water and scuff resistant laminate.  

• ‘square edged’ profile. edged with polypropylene edging on all four sides to 
match surface colour and texture. 

• Furniture grade chipboard core. 

• no exposed surface areas. 

• 40mm nominal thickness. 

• Individually packaged with storage, transportation and promotion in mind.

• customised individual pieces available.

Square edge Profile

Shapes available

our 6 shapes shown in diagram above are chosen for their adaptability and 
flexibility in integrating into a living kitchen environment. all topshape++ 
square edged pieces available ex-stock. Please see matrix on page 46 for 
details.

great shapes from topform

Please see topshape++ custom Programme details overleaf. customised 
individual pieces and upstands are also available. Please see  matrix on 
page 46 for details.

.

Custom Programme

Rectangular 1200mm x 940mm

Bowed 1600mm x 800mm

Rectangular 2000mm x 900mm

Circular 600mm diameter

Circular 900mm diameter

Square Edged Worktop 4050mm/3600mm x 650mm

ebony worktop and gable end

YOU DESIGN...WE MAKE
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                              Use Options
Ideas for use are endless. whether you wish to revamp or 
update your existing kitchen, increase your work surface area, 
or create a new contemporary kitchen, topshape++ is the 
creative solution for you. 

Rectangular Shape Bowed Shape

Square edged Worktop Shape Circular Shape

endless creative solutionsUse Options

Use Options

utilise your off-cuts 
for shelving

use                     
in a Multitude of
new & creative ways

Edge 
Joint

Grain Direction

2800

2550

R50 R50R400

R400

R400 R50 R50
R400

R400

R400

1050

TUBBER ROAD,
GORT,
CO. GALWAY
IRELAND.

ORIGINAL ENQUIRY DATE:

DRAWN BY:

DWG No.:
JASON KILKENNY

TRACKING NO.:
TPSH1264

PH: 091-631616 
FAX: 091-631619 

REVISIONS:REV. NO. :

All dimensions in mm unless 
otherwise stated.
Drawing is not necessarily to scale.

DESCRIPTION:

CUSTOMER:

PRINT NAME:

APPROVED BY:

REQUESTED CHANGES:

ORIGINAL DRAWING DATE:

DATE:

QUOTE PRICE:

AGREED DATE:

REQUESTED DATE:

SPECIFICATION:

NOTE:

12/12/2012

12/12/2012

TOPSHAPE++ CUSTOM COMPONENT

AN Other

Travertine
Edged all Around With 
Matching Edge
Edge Joint as shown

€0000 + VAT

TPSHCUSTOM-1264

2

3

4

PRiCeoThe price is confirmed by Topform 
and then a TeChNiCaL DRaWiNg is provided for 
customer approval

SigN OFFoOur customer signs off on the 
drawing and returns it to Topform sales staff.  
Worktop goes into production.

DeLiveRyo
Order by Monday for delivery within 2 weeks.

Tech Drawing

Topform

YOU DESIGN...WE MAKE

CUSTOm
PROgRamme

1
PLaCe ORDeRo
Our customer places an order for an off standard 
TopShape++ worktop

Custom
ers 

Sketch
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Flagstone worktop
shown below in topshape++ range, 
also available in topPlus++ range

travertine
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

graphite Melange
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B
luxor
texture: sparkle

PRICE 
BAND

B
Harvest etchings
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C

café Imperial
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B
Blizzard etchings 
texture: etchings

PRICE 
BAND

C

warm oak*
texture: woodgrain

PRICE 
BAND

B
ebony*
texture: ridged

PRICE 
BAND

B
dark walnut
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

light walnut*
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

*Denotes 9 backsplashes 
available ex stock. 
(Other TopShape++ colours 
available as off-standard- 
additional price and lead time 
applies).

Flagstone*
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B
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glacier slate worktop
available in both the topPlus++  

& topshape++ range

Page33

silver glass*
texture: glass

PRICE 
BAND

C
andorra
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
glacier slate*
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

green glass*
texture: glass

PRICE 
BAND

C

ocean wood
texture:ridged

PRICE 
BAND

B
emperador*
texture: gloss

PRICE 
BAND

C
cosmic
texture: slate 2

PRICE 
BAND

B

oriental Block*
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

nakuru wenge
texture: pearl

PRICE 
BAND

B

Plum
texture: universal

PRICE 
BAND

B

*Denotes 9 backsplashes 
available ex stock. 
(Other TopShape++ colours 
available as off-standard- additional 
price and lead time applies).
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Lasting Beauty 
that won’t cost the earth

Lasting Beauty 
that won’t cost the earth

Zebrano worktop
topwood range

Top Quality Timber
From Renewable Forests

to create a natural, authentic look in your kitchen, choose topwood, our 

solid wood worktop.

It is important to note that all                           timber tops are manufactured 
specifically for kitchen worktops.  the difference is in the jointing system 
employed to give a life time of carefree and hassle free use.  It is important 
to use our recommended oil and brackets for your warranty and peace of 
mind.

FRee phone 
1800 947 000
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What makes TopWood worktops so 

special?  

• Quality solid wood. 

• sanded to 100 grit.  

• sourced from renewable forests. 
• available in 4000mm x 650mm and        

3000mm x 900mm. 

• square edge profile. 

• 40mm thick. 

• suitable for a wide range of installations.

• Hygenic, suitable for safe preparation of food.

The Square edge Profile

for easy installation

Finger jointed and glued

for maximum strength

and durability

Zebrano american walnut

light steamed Beech Iroko

european oak
american walnut worktop

topwood range

Worktop Sizes
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upstands, Backsplashes 
& accessories
at topform, we are dedicated to providing our customers with the full 
kitchen design solution. Innovative use of upstands, backsplashes and 
offcuts can dramatically improve the aesthetics and functionality of your 

new kitchen design. 

laminated backsplashes are available in matching 
complimenting colours and are ideal for areas 
behind the sink or hob. the added visual appeal of 
a well chosen backsplash can be a great finishing 
touch to your kitchen design.

Backsplash Sizes
3000mm x 1200mm x 8mm (nominal thickness)

Specification:
• laminated face
• scarified balancer
• 6mm MdF
• square cut- no edging

Upstand  / Kicker Board Sizes
3600mm x 180mm x 18mm

Specification:
• laminated face
• 18mm chipboard core
• sPF on one long side
• no edging

our world class manufacturing techniques ensure 
that all our laminated worktops are perfectly edged. 
whether your worktop is postformed or square 
edged, you can rely on the consistant quality of 
topform.

edging
additional matching edging can be purchased, which 
then allows you to cut tops to size and get creative. 
easy to bond, the edging can be used with offcuts in a 
multitude of ways to create your unique kitchen design. 

For further information on upstands, backsplashes 
and accessories:

FRee phone
1800 947 000

Honey granite worktop  and upstand

ocean wood worktop and backsplash

Light Walnut Capping, Upstand, Worktop and Gable End

Danish Oil
danish oil is specially formulated to penetrate deep into 
your solid wood worktop. It helps to preserve your worktop 
and dries to a hard, water resistant non-sticky finish.

Countertop magic
countertop Magic cleans and polishes all countertop 
surfaces including laminates, granite and solid surfaces. It 
leaves a clear protective shield that repels dirt and liquids, 
preventing stains and making routine cleaning easier.

Fixing Brackets
use these heavy duty brackets for fixing worktops to unitry 
and walls, allowing for natural movement in the worktop.

The Topform Worktop Jig
custom designed for the best joints in your worktop. this 
jig has many other built-in additional features.
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great textures from topform caring for your worktop

Ridged

Universal

Woodgrain

Crystal

Natural

Sparkle

All laminate colours by Topform are identified by texture throughout the brochure. 
The range of textures available from Topform reflect our commitment to providing 
you with choice and quality when it comes to choosing a new worktop.

we have searched the world to bring innovative products to you...

Slate 1

gloss 

Riverwash

Pearl

etchings

Slate 2

glass

Things To Do Things To Avoid

To prevent damage 
from hot objects, use 
heat resistant mats 

on the surface of the 
worktop.  Always use 

ashtrays for cigarettes.

Never place objects from the 
oven or hob directly onto the 

laminate surface since this may 
lead to blistering. Care should 

also be taken with hot irons and 
cigarettes.

Always use a chopping 
board for preparing 

food.

Some crockery items, kitchen 
utensils and other objects sliding 
across your worktops will produce 

fine scratches in the laminate. 
Try to avoid sliding rough based 

objects across the surface.  Never 
cut foodstuffs directly on the 

laminate surface.

Wipe spilt liquids away 
from joints and cut-outs 

immediately. Ensure 
that all inset appliances 
are properly sealed with 

a suitable waterproof 
silicone sealant.

Moisture will not harm the 
laminate surface itself but it 
is advisable to wipe away any 

spillages as soon as possible. The 
critical areas are around joints 

and cut-outs.

heaT

SCRaTChiNg

mOiSTURe

how to care for your laminated work surface.
The following is a Care & Maintenance Guide only. The information 
presents the most effective ways of fitting and caring for your 
worktop.  The warranty is only valid if guidelines as described are 
followed. 

Things to do and things to avoid

Cleaning:
General cleaning of the surface requires 
only a damp cloth & a mild detergent or 
non abrasive cleaner diluted in warm water.  
Some strong chemicals, dyes and fruit juices 
may harm your  TopContract, TopPlus++ & 
TopShape++ work surface.  

in the event of spillage always wipe up, 
rinse & dry the area thoroughly.  Do not 
leave liquids lying on the surface. They may 
seep through a joint and affect the core 
board.

Note: Prolonged contact with some PVC 
aprons may promote premature wear of the 
work surface.  Abrasive scouring powders, 
creams and even polishes should all be 
avoided. 

Wear Resistance:
TopContract, TopPlus++ & TopShape++ 
worktops provide a hard wearing surface.  
However, the surface will be damaged by 
scratching of sharp knives or other sharp 
utensils.  It is recommended that a cutting 
board or protective mat be used when using 
such implements.   

how to care for your solid wood 
work surface.
Our solid wood worktops from the TopWood 
range are easy to maintain and easy to 
repair. Minor scuffs and abrasions can be 
easily sanded and finished with danish oil. 

Lifetime Warranty:
Topform worktops have a lifetime warranty against 
manufacturing defects.  The manufacturer undertakes to make 
good by repair and/or replacement (at its own discretion) any 
worktop shown to have failed by any reason of defects in design, 
materials or workmanship.  This warranty is subject to fair wear 
and tear and providing that the installation, care and maintenance 
instructions have been followed and that the product has been 
properly used for its intended purpose.  The worktop warranty 
becomes void once the postform edge is cut off. This undertaking 
is in addition to the consumers’ statutory rights and does not 
affect those rights in any way.  This warranty covers domestic 
installations only.  No claims for replacement costs will be 
entertained if the worktop is not fully inspected before fitting. 

CaUTiON heavy: 
Please use the appropriate safety 

clothing  and lifting equipment. 
Protective gloves must be worn whilst 

handling worktops.
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nero granite crystal sandstone Pearl stratos Beige Pearlgreystone Pearl

3600mm lengths
nero granite
sandstone
greystone
stratos Beige

4100mm lengths
nero granite

Harvest etchings etchings graphite Melange sparkle Black granite glossy gloss

dark walnut Pearl light walnut Pearl travertine universal crystal Black crystal tawny granite crystal

express Range
worktops and upstands available ex-stock for your convenience.

colours at a glance

Honey granite Pearl rustinburg sparkle Brown granite Pearl café Imperial universal

Flame slate  slate 2

roundstone Pearl Polar white universal

drumlin universal cashmere stone universal luxor sparkle silver glass glass green glass glass

tan Brown etchings Blizzard etchings etchings Black granite glossy gloss aubergine gloss gloss

andorra gloss

graphite Melange sparkle natural walnut natural

emperador gloss

chocolate riverwash riverwash Harvest etchings etchings

desert slate slate 1angola gloss tivoli stone gloss

Black slate slate 1

available in 3600mm lengths 

...continued next page.

3600mm lengths 
Harvest etchings
graphite Melange
Black granite glossy

4100mm lengths
dark walnut
light walnut
travertine
crystal Black
tawny granite

dark walnut Pearl

light walnut Pearl

Baltic granite Pearl

travertine universal

tawny granite crystal
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dark walnut Pearl light walnut Pearl Baltic granite Pearl travertine universal tawny granite crystal

colours at a glance...continued

available in 4100mm Lengths

european oak Zebrano american walnut light steamed Beech Iroko

cosmic slate slate 2 ocean wood ridged nakuru wenge Pearl emperador gloss oriental Block universal andorra gloss

silver glass glass green glass glass glacier slate slate 2 warm oak  woodgrain ebony ridged

café Imperial universal Blizzard etchings etchings Plum universal

dark walnut Pearl light walnut Pearl travertine universal luxor sparkle graphite Melange sparkle Harvest etchings etchings

See product matrix on next page for sizes available.

See product matrix on next page for sizes available.

Flagstone slate 2

Forest Black slate 2warm oak woodgrainocean wood ridged

ebony ridged cosmic slate slate 2 oriental Block universal Plum universal

nakuru wenge Pearl Blocked Beech universal cisse stone universal Kashmir granite universal crystal Black crystal

Murano Pearl glacier slate slate 2 dark olive Pearl light olive Pearl

Pecan Marble slate 2

Flagstone slate 2
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40mm

40mm

Worktops accessories

Price 
Band

3600mm 
x 28mm

3600mm 
x 40mm

4100mm 
x 40mm

Upstands/
Kickerboard Backsplash

a B C

60
0m

m
 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

60
0m

m
 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

60
0m

m
 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

3600mm x 
180mm x 

18mm

3000mm x 
1200mm x 

8mm
Colour Texture
andorra gloss • • • • • • • • O

angola gloss • • • • • • • O O

aubergine gloss gloss • • • • • • • O O

Baltic granite Pearl • • • • • • • • • • O O

Black granite glossy gloss • • • • • • • • O

Black slate slate 1 • • • • • • • O O

Blizzard etchings etchings • • • • • • • • O

Blocked Beech universal • • • • O O

Brown granite Pearl • • • • • • • O O

café Imperial universal • • • • • • • • O

cashmere stone universal • • • • • • • O O

chocolate riverwash riverwash • • • • • • • O O

cisse stone universal • • • • O O

cosmic slate 2 • • • • • O

crystal Black crystal • • • • • O

dark olive Pearl • • • • O O

dark walnut Pearl • • • • • • • • • • • O

desert slate slate 1 • • • • • • • O O

drumlin universal • • • • • • • O O

ebony ridged • • • • • •
emperador gloss gloss • • • • • • • • •
Flagstone slate 2 • • • • • •
Flame  slate slate 2 • • • • • • • O O

Forest Black slate 2 • • • • O O

glacier slate slate 2 • • • • • •
graphite Melange sparkle • • • • • • • • O

green glass glass • • • • • • • • •
Harvest etchings etchings • • • • • • • • O

Honey granite Pearl • • • • • • • O O

Kashmir granite universal • • • • O O

light olive Pearl • • • • O O

light walnut Pearl • • • • • • • • • • • •
luxor sparkle • • • • • • • • O

Murano Pearl • • • • O O

nakuru wenge Pearl • • • • • O

natural walnut natural • • • • • • • O O

ocean wood ridged • • • • • O

oriental Block universal • • • • • •
Pecan Marble slate 2 • • • • O O

Plum universal • • • • • O

Polar white universal • • • • O O

roundstone Pearl • • • • • • • O O

rustinburg sparkle • • • • • • • O O

silver glass glass • • • • • • • • •
tan Brown etchings • • • • • • • O O

tawny granite crystal • • • • • • • • • • O O

tivoli stone gloss • • • • • • • O O

travertine universal • • • • • • • • • • • O

warm oak woodgrain • • • • • •

Colour Texture

Price 
Band

3600mm 
x 28mm

3600mm 
x 40mm

4100mm 
x 40mm

a B C

60
0m

m
 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

60
0m

m
 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

60
0m
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 s

p
F

65
0m

m
 d

p
F

90
0m

m
 d

p
F

greystone Pearl • •
nero granite crystal • • •
sandstone Pearl • •
stratos Beige Pearl • •

Price 
Band

Worktop Worktop

Upstand/ 
Kicker 
Board Backsplash

Rectangular 
Shape

Circular 
Shape

Circular 
Shape

Rectangular 
Shape

Bowed 
Shape a
dd

it
io

na
l 

ed
gi

ng

Colour Texture
a B C

4050mm
x 650mm 
x 40mm

3600mm
x 650mm
x 40mm

3600mm x 
180mm x 

18mm

3000mm x 
1200mm x 

8mm

2000mm x 
900mm x 

40mm

600mm x 
40mm

900mm x 
40mm

1200mm x 
940mm x 

40mm

1600mm x 
800mm x 

40mm
5m

andorra gloss • • • O O •
Blizzard etchings etchings • • • O O • • • • •
café Imperial universal • • • O O • • • • •
cosmic slate 2 • • • O • •
dark walnut Pearl • • • O • • • • • •
ebony ridged • • • • • •
emperador gloss • • • • O •
Flagstone slate 2 • • • • • •
glacier slate slate 2 • • • • • •
graphite Melange sparkle • • • O O • • • • •
green glass glass • • • • O •
Harvest etchings etchings • • • O O • • • • •
light walnut Pearl • • • • • • • • • •
luxor sparkle • • • O O • • • • •
nakuru wenge Pearl • • • O • •
ocean wood ridged • • • O • •
oriental Block universal • • • • • •
Plum universal • • • O • •
silver glass glass • • • • O •
travertine universal • • • O • • • • • •
warm oak woodgrain • • • • • •

Species

4000mm
x 650mm 
x 40mm

3000mm
x 900mm 
x 40mm

Danish Oil Shrinking
Brackets

american walnut • • • •
european oak • • • •
Iroko • • • •
light steamed Beech • • • •
Zebrano • • • •

Product Matrix

the company reserves the right to change specifications at any time without notice. 
every effort has been made to achieve faithful representations, but due to printing limitations, discrepancies may occur.

For further information FREEPHONE 1800 947 000

 

•  standard stock

O  optional extra - additional 
    lead time and price will apply

•  standard stock

O  optional extra - additional 
    lead time and price will apply

Furniture grade chipboard

Polypropylene edging

High Pressure laminate

High Pressure laminate 
Polypropylene edging

Profile

Profile

Profile
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creative worktop solutions

Contact Us:

Topform Limited
Tubber Road
Gort
Co. Galway
Ireland

T:  +353 (0)91 631616
F: +353 (0)91 631619
E: sales@topform.ie

www.topform.ie

FREEPHONE 
1800 947 000

Recommended Distributor
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